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Chapter 2481 

 

Hearing Compa*s Zun’s final address. 

Lin Mo instantly stood up, and his gaze was even filled with a sense of caution. 

All these years, Lin Mo had always concealed his identity. 

Even when he was in Guangyang. 

He had also groveled and accepted all the injustices with humiliation. 

He also kept an extremely low profile in order to prevent others from finding out his true identity and 

thus attracting the attention of his enemies. 

And since he had come into contact with so many big names. 

His identity was gradually becoming more and more known. 

But it was only a matter of ten fingers. 

Now it was surprising that even the Companions knew about it? 

It was only after a brief emotional outburst. 

Lin Mo then instantly calmed down. 

“It seems that Lord Compa*s Zun has met some extraordinary person during this period of time.” 

Compulsion Zun was also one of the murderers of the Lin family’s extermination back then. 

If he had known his identity before. 

He would have spared no effort to exterminate himself when he was in Guang Province at the 

beginning. 

However, in retrospect, their feud had started when they were protecting Little Barbara. 

I think at that time, this compulsion did not know about this layer. 

The only possibility is that after escaping from Master Xue’s hands, he had met some big shot. 

From there, he learned of his identity. 

“Little friend Lin is really smart. 

You guessed it in just a few words.” 

“However, there is no need for little friend Lin to bother thinking about who I have met. 

The purpose of my visit today is to deliver important news for you.” 



At this time, Lin Mo was instead not in a hurry. 

After sitting down slowly, he quietly waited for Zun Zong’s next words. 

Of course he didn’t touch the tea on the table. 

Who knew if the other party had added anything else to it. 

The companions lifted the cup of tea and first blew on the leaves of the tea. 

After taking a shallow sip, he then opened his mouth and said. 

“Since little friend Lin, is in such a hurry. 

I won’t be catching up anymore.” 

“I’m sure little friend Lin is eager to know the murderer who overthrew your Lin family back then, 

right?” 

If this matter was not mentioned, Lin Mo would still have the patience to listen to the other party’s 

nonsense. 

However, from the mouth of this murderer, the matter of the destruction of the Lin family was spoken. 

Lin Mo’s originally pacified killing heart became active once again. 

The corners of his mouth mentioned, and killing intent quietly appeared in Lin Mo’s gaze. 

“That’s natural la. 

Naive ability is limited, having traced it for so long. 

Only one person has been found.” 

“Moreover, this person is sitting right in front of me, and I am thinking of how I should take off his dog’s 

head.” 

This statement was made. 

The cup of tea in Compa*s Zun’s hand gave an instant lurch. 

With an awkward smile, he slowly spoke. 

“Little friend Lin, that’s a good tactic. 

Originally, I thought I was hiding it very deeply.” 

Since the words had already been picked out, Lin Mo did not intend to tone down his words any further. 

“Zun Zhu, since the words have already been said. 

You should understand what will happen to you today. 

I advise you, you still have to be more direct and state your intentions. 

I will give you a piece of my mind.” 



“Or I will let you know that you can do more than just save lives with the Medicine Sage’s methods. 

After I take you down, I will naturally have a way to make you talk.” 

“Of course if you don’t believe me, you can try!” 

With that, Lin Mo revealed that the fury on his face had suddenly coalesced. 

The originally calm atmosphere was also slowly infiltrated with killing intent. 

At this time, the Compa*s Zun also put down his cup of tea. 

He then spoke to himself. 

“All right, all right. 

Young people nowadays really don’t have any emotion at all. 

It’s not good to be too eager-hearted.” 

“The reason I asked you out today is to tell you, a piece of news. 

About the extermination of the Lin family back then. 

One of the crucial links was the Xie family.” 

Hearing this. 

Lin Mo’s directly interrupted his companions’ words. 

“The Xie family? Do you think I would believe that, Compa*s Dignitary? 

It’s not even that I underestimate them, even ten Xie Clans wouldn’t be able to shake our Northern 

Realm.” 
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“You are still too young. 

None of the ones that can become a top ten family are simple. 

Behind the Xie family, there is the strongest backer in the whole of China.” 

“If it wasn’t for that, their Xie family wouldn’t have gained your old man’s trust back then. 

And after this in here, their Xie family went crazy to explore your Northern Realm’s deployment. 

From there, it leaked out.” 

“If it wasn’t for that, your Lin family wouldn’t have been wiped out.” 

Over and over, he listened to Compa*s Zun’s retelling. 

Lin Mo’s frown grew deeper and deeper. 



Both hands couldn’t help but clench up. 

It was just that although he was filled with rage, he still tried his best to suppress it. 

Maintaining the last of his sanity. 

“All this is just your personal empty words. 

Compa*s Dignitary, you might be able to produce evidence?” 

The compulsion djinn on the other side smiled faintly. 

“How uninteresting, originally I wanted to see. 

What kind of sight would the Lord Medical Sage who was overwhelmed by anger matter.” 

Before he could finish speaking. 

Opposite him, Lin Mo had already stood up, holding his sword in one hand and swinging it straight out. 

“I have some patience, don’t give me any sloppy talk. 

If you want to talk side by side, don’t say anything. 

If I can’t fight, I’ll take more trouble myself and investigate personally.” 

The Companions reached out with his second finger and flicked away the blade at the neck. 

“I’ve told you, don’t be so impatient. 

Since I’ve risked my life to ask you to meet me. 

Naturally, I won’t hold back anything.” 

“No, this is the proof you want.” 

With that, he pulled out an envelope from his pocket. 

“Inside this are the letters that the Xie family gave me back then, as well as the deployment map of the 

entire Northern Realm.” 

After putting away Tai Ah, Lin Mo then reached out and picked it up. 

After opening it. 

It was indeed as Zun Zhu had said. 

Although he did not know who was leading this conspiracy against the Lin family. 

But what was recorded on the letter was the time and layout of the war. 

As for the signature, it was the Xie family’s clan seal. 

The other document was a detailed map of the northern border. 

Seeing all this, Lin Mo had to believe it even if he didn’t. 



A defence map was one of the most important secrets of a power. 

Once the defence map was leaked, it was like sticking your neck out to your opponent. 

“Xie Clan, I, Lin Mo, will not rest until I die with you.” 

In a flash, his eyes turned red. 

As the Six Kings of China. 

The strength of the Northern Realm could be said to be the top existence among the Six Kings. 

Without this deployment map, those forces would not dare to make any rash moves. 

It could be said that the Xie family was the driving force behind this calamity. 

At this moment, the anger and murderousness within Lin Mo could no longer be suppressed. 

Throughout the VIP room, all the ornaments began to tremble slightly. 

“Little friend Lin, calm down a little. 

You still need to think long and hard about dealing with the Xie family. 

Even a single anger alone is not enough.” 

Faced with the compulsion daddy’s persuasion. 

Lin Mo simply ignored it, on the contrary, as one of the murderers who exterminated the Lin family. 

Lin Mo would not let him leave no matter what he said. 

“Zun Zong, you were part of the destruction of the Lin family. 

The road to revenge will begin with you.” 

He did not wait for the other party to reply. 

Lin Mo, who was completely possessed by anger, raised his hand and stabbed a sword directly through 

the Compulsion Djinn’s heart. 

“You ………” 

With an expression of disbelief, Compulsion Zun looked at Lin Mo in a daze. 

“Young man, you don’t speak of martial virtue. 

I brought you such important information, and you even have to kill me.” 

Lin Mo smiled coldly. 

“Don’t be childish, you don’t know on your hands, how many people’s blood is on my Lin family. 

If I don’t kill you, how can I, Lin Mo, face up to the dead spirits of my Lin family.” 

He said with a flick of his wrist. 



With a jolt of the sword blade, a hole the size of a bowl appeared in the chest of the Companions. 

Yet the astonishing thing was. 

Even with such a serious injury. 

There was not even a single trace of blood above that wound. 

At this time the originally depressed Compa*s Zun suddenly revealed a seeping smile. 

Such a bizarre scene. 

It caused even Lin Mo to faintly stare. 
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“Hey, hey, little friend Lin, I’ve said that you’re still too young. 

Since I dare to come to you, I’m not afraid of you making a move.” 

With that said, the entire divine body of the Compulsion Djinn disintegrated rapidly in front of Lin Mo’s 

eyes. 

The densely packed companions’ then rose up into the sky. 

In the blink of an eye, they flew out of the window and disappeared. 

“Compulsions splitting?” 

This was the first time Lin Mo had seen such a bizarre tactic. 

And now, looking at the empty seats across the room, Lin Mo angrily hammered his fist on top of the 

wall. 

I didn’t expect to see it in just a short period of time. 

This Compulsion Zun had a new tactic. 

“It looks like this Compulsion Zun has also regained his strength.” 

Back in Nanjing, the two of them had resorted to a ‘die together’ fight. 

Both of them had their cultivation wasted. 

As he thought, Lin Mo rushed out of the teahouse. 

Since the other party’s doppelganger was here, his real body must also be nearby. 

And when Lin Mo’s figure disappeared. 

The waiter who was originally serving tea suddenly limped into another VIP room on the first floor. 

After walking into the room. 



This waiter then removed his disguise. 

If Lin Mo were to do so again, he would be able to recognise this person, who was none other than his 

beloved Companions. 

“Second Master, I have finished the matter you explained.” 

In front of the coffee table, the man with the pointed face and short beard nodded his head in 

satisfaction. 

Although the season had already entered winter. 

But he still held a feather fan. 

“Not bad, I heard all the conversation you just had.” 

At this moment, after the companions had due some time, he opened his mouth and asked. 

“Second Master, this Lin Mo clearly experienced the whole process of those Lin family’s extermination 

back then. 

Why is he still asking me this?” 

The Second Master also shook the feather fan in his hand before laughing harshly. 

“It seems that someone was worried that this Lin Mo wouldn’t be able to bear that scene after he came 

to his senses. 

Or they were afraid that his heart would be too eager to seek revenge on his enemies. 

That’s why they moved on his memories.” 

Only when he heard this did Compa*s Zun come to his senses. 

“It was my foolishness.” 

And instead of relieving with him at this moment, the Second Master laughed out loud and said. 

“It’s alright, if you’re not foolish, how can you reflect my wisdom. 

Hahahaha, you don’t have to worry about Lin Mo’s side of things. 

Pay attention to the movements on the Southern Realm King and the Sea East King’s side.” 

“I’ll go back first.” 

With those words, the Second Master shook his feather fan and stood up. 

After he walked out of the room. 

His face, as well as his entire outfit, had all changed. 

It was a completely changed person. 

The conversation was divided into two parts. 



The line of sight returned to Lin Mo’s side. 

After searching around for a while. 

After failing to find the figure of Compa*s Zun, he gave up. 

Even after forcibly stopping the anger inside him, he still felt extraordinarily irritated. 

So he took two bottles of his own medicinal wine from home with him, intending to look for his master. 

And when he arrived at the White Family compound. 

Before he could get close, several figures suddenly appeared in front of him, blocking the way. 

“Who are you? The White Family Compound, strangers are forbidden to approach!” 

Hmm? 

What was this! 

However, just as Lin Mo was about to reply. 

Not far away, another figure appeared. 

After getting close, he directly kicked the person who had spoken and knocked him to the ground. 

“Blind your dog eyes. 

Old master’s prized disciple, and you dare to interfere.” 

“Mr. Lin, sorry. 

My humble self, the captain of the nine teams of the six departments of the White Family’s Dark Guards, 

Lok Yi. 

They, the men, belong to the field and have only been recalled to the Bai Family during this period of 

time. 

They don’t know you yet, so please forgive me for the offense!” 

Lin Mo didn’t care much about such things. 

He waved his hand to indicate that there was no harm. 

“Captain, is something wrong with the Master’s family here? 

Why did they suddenly start setting up secret guards?” 

And in the face of his question. 

The man on the other side just shook his head. 

“Mr. Lin, it’s not for us to say about this matter. 

You’d better go and ask the old man.” 



“That’s fine, thanks for your hard work.” 

With that Lin Mo lifted a step towards the front compound. 
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Waiting for Lin Mo to leave. 

The group of hidden guards behind him immediately whispered. 

The dark guard who had been kicked in the butt ran to Drop One with a depressed look on his face. 

“Captain, who is this teenager? 

Why are you treating him so respectfully.” 

Lok Yi gave a cold snort before explaining in a dissatisfied voice. 

“This Lin Mo is Elder Bai’s closed-door disciple. 

At his young age, he is a reserve elder of the Medical Union. 

A trainee instructor of the War Hall of the Martial Union and the head of the Guang Province branch 

hall.” 

“Look at us, we are still dark guards at our age. 

We are still blind, who do you think we should talk to about this.” 

In awe, the concealed guard who had been kicked knew that the captain was pointing a finger at him. 

After scratching his head unhappily, he returned to his post. 

And the commotion over here also drew in Shou Bo. 

He led Lin Mo straight to Old Master Bai. 

Along the way, he saw the dense and continuous patrols of guards and concealed guards. 

Lin Mo couldn’t help but frown. 

Looking at the stance, it was obvious that something had happened to the Bai family. 

Arriving at the lakeside pavilion in the backyard. 

Elder Bai was still staying by the lake, staring at the floating water. 

Just as he was about to reach out to pour tea, his men grabbed an empty hand. 

When he turned his head, he saw Lin Mo with a smile on his face, standing by the side, gently lifting the 

teapot. 

The brown tea, turning into a thin line, fell smoothly into the alabaster cup. 



“Here it is!” 

After a slight nod, the old man smiled lightly. 

And just as he was about to continue talking. 

There was a sudden fluctuation on the lake, and the ensuing fish drift was lifting upwards rapidly. 

At this time, the old man, who was still sleepy, also suddenly came to his senses. 

“Here comes the fish, here comes the fish.” 

With excitement, he directly threw off the cotton cloak on his body. 

With a violent lift of his right arm. 

Above the lake, a small ripple instantly rose up. 

Under the positive sun, it carried a few drops of water splashing. 

A golden silk red carp frantically twisted its body and kept flapping this fish tail on the gra*s at the shore. 

“Hahahaha, a golden silk carp, good omen, good omen.” 

Laughing loudly, Elder Bai first unhooked the iron hook inside the fish’s mouth. 

Patting the fat belly of the fish, he couldn’t help but frown lightly. 

“The cold winter is pregnant with seeds, it seems that this litter of small carp is going to suffer.” 

With that he knelt down and released the pregnant carp back into the lake. 

It seemed to be because he had caught this golden red carp that was pregnant with seeds. 

Master Bai, at this moment, was also in a great mood. 

With a satisfied smile, he pointed to the tea table in the middle of the courtyard. 

“Come, sit down and talk. 

You busy man, why did you think of coming to see me, an old man, today.” 

Having said that, Old Master Bai sat down by the fireside where the tea was being brewed. 

With the red flames, a few warmth was imparted. 

And Lin Mo’s face was embarra*sed when he was teased by his master like that. 

“These days have been busy with the Martial Union competition, so ….” 

When he was about to explain the matter. 

On the opposite side, Elder Bai suddenly interrupted him. 

“No harm no foul, just a joke. 

By the way how is your body recovering?” 



Speaking of this, Lin Mo grinned. 

“That is naturally healed, as far as my disciple’s hardened physique is concerned. 

These small injuries are nothing more than summer mosquito bites.” 

The words fell. 

He then turned his head to glance at the departing Shou Bo, and waited until the latter’s figure 

disappeared. 

Only then did Lin Mo secretly take out the gift box disguised as tea leaves. 

However, before he could open the package. 

Elder Bai lit up before his eyes, and then stroked his long beard in relief. 

“Master, this is the Pill King brew that my disciple has made with his own hands during this period of 

time. 

Have a taste?” 

Old Master Bai swallowed the knot in his throat without any extra movements. 

The tea in the cup was thrown directly onto the surface of the lake with a casual flip of his hand. 

“Pour it on!” 

Before the words left his mouth, the purple sand cup had already appeared in front of Lin Mo’s eyes. 
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Lifting the teapot containing the Pill King’s brew. 

Lin Mo patiently filled the wine for Elder Bai. 

As for the tea leaves in the teapot, they had long since been poured out by Elder Bai, leaving nothing left 

for warming the wine. 

“Master, is the Bai family experiencing something right now? 

When I just came in, the entire compound was littered with patrolling secret guards.” 

Elder Bai first took a sip of the wine in his hand before waving his hand calmly. 

“It’s nothing major, but just being targeted by some cunning rats. 

It’s nothing serious but it’s disturbing.” 

Since Master did not want to explain the details. 

Lin Mo also did not intend to ask more questions. 

He continued to pour the wine in his hands. 



And after a few shallow drinks. 

Old Master Bai smashed his mouth happily. 

“It’s really this wine that warms people. 

After these few gla*ses, the coldness is gone. 

The only pity is that this wine is a little short of vintage and lacks the mellowness.” 

“It’s alright, my disciple will keep an eye out for more in the meantime. 

When the time comes, seek out some centuries-old wine for your master.” 

Holding the wine in his hand, the old master frowned and asked. 

“What, are you going out again in the meantime?” 

Lin Mo replied with an effort to nuzzle his mouth. 

“The Martial Union has arranged a new position for me over there. 

I might have to make a trip some time later.” 

Saying that, Lin Mo then recapped the matter of the Martial Union’s president in South Vietnam and 

Hanoi provinces with the old man. 

“This Xuanyuan Ming is quite thoughtful. 

Indeed, you need to start making plans for your own power nowadays. 

He has done you a favour for your future path.” 

After a moment of contemplation, the old man then analysed with a straight face. 

“However, the area around this Da Qu United Province is poor and the people are tough. 

Especially the local forces over there. 

Although they are under the jurisdiction of the Chinese Martial Union, most of them are underhanded.” 

“When you go there, you must pay attention to safety. 

Of course if you want to rectify things, I suggest you start from the side of the common people. 

The people are tough, but all the same they are straightforward in nature.” 

“And your goal down the road is to establish your own power over there. 

So the first thing you need to do is to make their lives better. 

When the time comes, they will naturally embrace with you.” 

“As for those local forces, they are just things that can be destroyed with the opposite hand.” 

After hearing the plans that his master had made for himself. 



Lin Mo suddenly felt his thoughts clear. 

Ever since he had accepted this appointment, he had been racking his brains over this matter. 

Now, after some enlightenment from the old master, he had a clear thought in his mind. 

“Thank you for Master’s teachings, my apprentice understands.” 

In response, Elder Bai merely waved his hand helplessly. 

“Go, that is, master and disciple, there is no need to say such raw words.” 

Just as he finished speaking, the quilt in his hand was slowly lowered. 

With a concerned face, he asked. 

“Lin Mo, I see that the hostile energy between your eyebrows is extremely heavy. 

If there is something wrong, you can talk to my master about it.” 

“Otherwise, if you keep it buried in your heart, it will affect your heart nature.” 

From the first moment he saw his closed-door disciple. 

Old Master Bai had noticed this. 

Originally, he had thought that Lin Mo had sought him out for this matter of triggering hostility. 

But now that the matter had been said, the words had come to an end. 

The hostile qi directly on Lin Mo’s brow had no intention of dissipating. 

As such, the old man took the initiative to ask. 

On Lin Mo’s side, when he was suddenly so pointed by Elder Bai, the movements in his hands could not 

help but pause for a moment. 

He withdrew his original smile and was torn. 

It was only at this time that Elder Bai suddenly showed a sulky expression on his face. 

“Hmph, one day is a teacher for life. 

In front of my master, what else can’t I say.” 

After hesitating again and again. 

Lin Mo slowly spoke. 

“Originally this was something I didn’t want to speak about Master being involved in. 

Eh, forget it!” 

“Master, I met with the Companions today!” 
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As Lin Mo mentioned the compulsion zun. 

Elder Bai’s face slowly changed as well. 

“Did he talk to you about what happened back then?” 

Across the table, Lin Mo nodded blandly. 

And then he handed over the letter and the armament map. 

After looking at one side carefully, Elder Bai sighed slightly. 

“There are some things that you should know. 

Originally, I was thinking that I would tell you after you had grown up some more.” 

“In that case, then follow your heart. 

Do whatever you want to do. 

Everything will be covered for you by my master.” 

“Go on, be safe!” 

By the time Elder Bai turned his gaze towards the lake. 

Lin Mo also understood what his master meant. 

“Master’s a*surance, disciple bids farewell.” 

After saluting, he turned around and left quickly towards the outside of the compound. 

He had been waiting for his figure to disappear for a long time. 

Elder Bai directly summoned Uncle Shou. 

“Inform Ji Qianjun to mobilise the members of the Battle Hall in the name of my Bai family.” 

……. 

The sun was setting in the west. 

He had just returned to the Xie Family and had not yet stepped through the gate. 

With a glance of Xie Qianshan’s afterimage, he saw a familiar figure. 

“Lin Mo?” 

“Master of the Xie Family, it’s been a long time!” 

With his arms wrapped around his chest and holding Tai Ah, Lin Mo walked step by step to the other’s 

body. 

“Have a chat?” 



Faced with Lin Mo’s sudden visit. 

Xie Qianshan was obviously surprised as well. 

After all, the relationship between the two sides was already in a situation where you and I would live 

and die. 

“Since there’s nothing wrong with that, would Doctor Lin Mo like to go in and sit down and talk?” 

Making an inviting gesture, a faint grim smile also surfaced on Xie Qianshan’s face. 

“Yes!” 

From the beginning to the end, Lin Mo was calm, without any change in expression. 

As the words fell, he lifted his steps and walked towards the Xie family mansion. 

“Medical Saint Lin, good guts! Hahaha.” 

After a loud laugh, Xie Qianshan trailed behind him. 

He came to the meeting room. 

“Doctor Sage Lin, to have you here as a guest, my Xie Family is honoured. 

Come and have some tea, this is the finest tea of my Xie family. 

It’s usually only brought out when there are VIPs like you who want to come.” 

In terms of superficial engineering. 

Xie Qianshan had indeed done a good job. 

If one did not know about their past, this sight would give people a sense of close friends meeting. 

This is also a manifestation of the great family’s ambition, since there are lessons at the door, regardless 

of friend or foe, the proper pattern must still be present. 

However, underneath the calm atmosphere, there was already a dark tide. 

After taking his seat, Lin Mo spoke with cold eyes. 

“There’s no need to bother, Master Xie of the family. 

I’ve taken the liberty to disturb you today, there is just one thing I want to confirm.” 

“Doctor Lin, there is no harm in speaking. 

I, Xie, will definitely tell you everything.” 

The words fell. 

Lin Mo didn’t say anything and asked directly. 

“In the matter of the Lin family’s extermination, is Family Head Xie the one who took the lead?” 



The moment these words were spoken. 

Xie Qishan directly stood up, his gaze fixed on Lin Mo with a deadly stare. 

“Who are you?” 

A hint of panic suddenly flashed across his eyes after saying this. 

Tapping on the armrest of the seat beneath him, Lin Mo slowly spoke. 

“Clan Master Xie, do I still need to remind you?” 

With that said Lin Mo’s eyes slowly narrowed. 

After settling down, Xie Qianshan then suddenly woke up. 

“Lin Mo, the Lin family, hahaha, so that’s how it is. 

You are the legacy son of the Lin family, no wonder, no wonder.” 

“I told you why you, Lin Xiao, have a seventh degree of resemblance. 

It turns out that everything follows here.” 

After muttering to himself for a while. 

Xie Qianshan smiled faintly and spoke with strong composure. 

“Young Master Lin, regarding the Lin family’s matter. 

I am deeply saddened.” 

“But you can’t falsely accuse our Xie family.” 

Lin Mo’s gaze was awe-inspiring after he stood up. 

“Xie Qianshan, since you have a bad memory. 

Then let me help you recall it well.” 

“Do you ever remember this one letter, you might remember this one deployment map. 

Do you still recognise the family crest of your Xie family.” 
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When Lin Mo shouted a stern rebuke. 

Instantly, the Xie family’s guards were alarmed, and a large number of people poured into the room, 

surrounding Lin Mo in a ma*s. 

And for a moment, Xie Qianshan panicked. 

His face was green at times. 



As for Lin Mo, he did not do anything superfluous, but only stared coldly at Xie Qianshan in front of him. 

The scene was slowly getting tense. 

Under the silent atmosphere, only the sound of light breathing drifted through it. 

After a long time. 

Xie Qianshan, after taking a deep breath and shaking his head, raised his hand and waved. 

“Retreat. 

Within ten metres of this room, no one is allowed to approach.” 

Along with his command. 

The crowd shrugged, and after glancing at each other, the group of guards instantly retreated. 

“Hehe, I didn’t expect that the greedy and hungry wolves back then. 

Nowadays, they have actually started to nest.” 

After muttering a sentence to himself. 

Xie Qianshan also slowly did so, at this time, he had experienced a brief moment of panic, and this 

would have calmed him down. 

“You’re right, the matter of the Lin family’s extermination. 

My Xie family made an effort, a great effort.” 

After crossing his legs, he showed a sneer on his face. 

“But what can be done about it. 

Back then, the Martial Union had already disposed of all those who were mainly responsible for the 

crime. 

What can you, Lin Mo, do to stop my Xie family?” 

The repeated words revealed this Xie Qianshan’s unparalleled complacency. 

They had already shaken off all the blame for what happened back then. 

After introducing a few scapegoats. 

At this point, the matter was left unresolved. 

Now even if Lin Mo had evidence on hand, he would not be able to help the Xie family in the slightest. 

Looking at him, he looked so pleased with himself. 

Lin Mo craned his neck and gently rested his hand on Tai Ah. 

After gently exhaling a breath of turbid air. 



He then gave up the thoughts in his mind. 

Only this act made Xie Qianshan even more arrogant. 

“Hahahaha, what’s wrong with Lin Mo, why have you gone soft. 

Bring out the bloodlust that you had when you killed my nephew and slaughtered my brother.” 

As he laughed, he actually tilted his neck forward. 

“No, I, Xie, have put my neck forward. 

Make your move, hahaha.” 

“If I, Xie Qianshan, die, it’s not a big deal to change another family head. 

When you, the last bloodline of the Lin family, will also bury me with you. 

I, Xie, will be considered to have died a worthy death.” 

The reason he could be so arrogant was that he was certain that Lin Mo did not dare to make a move. 

In the land of Kyoto, he dared to come to his door and kill the head of a family. 

Even if Lin Mo was well-connected and had the talent to be a demon, he would still be guilty of death. 

At this moment, Lin Mo also got the answer he wanted. 

What he did not expect was this. 

After hearing the truth from Xie Qishan’s mouth. 

Although Lin Mo had anger in his heart, he instead did not have that uncontrollable urge to kill. 

“Master Xie, much ado about nothing. 

I, Lin Mo, am also a law-abiding person.” 

“Of course likewise I also love my feathers and equally cherish my life.” 

Hearing these words. 

Xie Qishan only thought that Lin Mo was admitting his weakness. 

“Young man, those who know the times are handsome.” 

However just when he thought he had taken Lin Mo down, he planned to continue to deceive him. 

Lin Mo spoke again. 

“To die with you, Xie Qianshan, I am not stupid enough to do so.” 

“If my investigation data is correct. 

The main lineage of your Xie family in Kyoto plus its female family members totals 1,372 people, right?” 

At these words, Xie Qianshan, who was originally full of smug smiles, suddenly looked stunned. 



“Lin Mo, what exactly do you want?” 

At this moment, an uneasy emotion suddenly surged in his heart. 

However, Lin Mo did not reply, and at that moment continued to speak on his own. 

“Sorry, there is one more statistic I forgot to mention. 

There are still some male members of your Xie family who have illegitimate sons and daughters outside. 

One hundred and sixteen in total.” 

Only at this point did Lin Mo lift his head and smile lightly. 

It was only that calm smile that caused a chill to run through Xie Qianshan’s heart. 
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Along with the numbers that Lin Mo kept quoting, Xie Qianshan’s face became increasingly grim. 

In his heart, he understood that the other party, as the new Medical Saint of China, was not just a highly 

skilled medical practitioner. 

Similarly, the art of poisoning was also frightening. 

The poisoning of a family was not without precedent. 

Although those who poisoned their families were sentenced to death. 

But that was one person for one family. 

Thinking of this, Xie Qianshan gritted his teeth, his face full of anger as he stared deadly at the young 

man in front of him. 

“Lin Mo, you dare to do this great wrongdoing?” 

“Aren’t you afraid of being spat upon and blamed by ten thousand people?” 

The cold indifference on the other side suddenly grinned. 

“Back then, countless living souls of my Lin family died tragically. 

Master Xie, have you ever thought about the words spiteful accusation.” 

“Besides, after I die, then what cares about the flood. 

Would you say yes or no?” 

Looking in front of him, the teenager’s seeping smile. 

At this moment, Xie Qianshan gradually panicked. 

With murderous intent in his eyes, he directly stood up. 



“Kid, not too rampant anymore. 

Don’t you forget that this is the Xie family mansion. 

As long as I give the order, I can leave you here forever.” 

At that moment, Xie Qianshan was clearly up for the kill as well. 

However, Lin Mo did not have any reaction. 

He just calmly shrugged his shoulders. 

“Master Xie Clan, there’s something I forgot to tell you. 

Not long ago, I was just promoted.” 

“Here are a few copies of my appointment letter, take a look.” 

With that, Lin Mo took out three brand new documents from his arms and casually flung them on top of 

the table. 

And Xie Qianshan merely glanced at them. 

Then instantly his breath hitched. 

Elder? Instructor? President? 

No matter which one of the three identities they took out, their Xie family could not touch Lin Mo. 

Not to mention the fact that Lin Mo was wearing three identities at the moment. 

Xie Qishan was instantly deflated, and the murderous aura that had been building up was instantly 

dissipated. 

At this moment, he finally understood. 

Why did Lin Mo dare to be so arrogant, to come to the door openly, and to highlight his wild words. 

The more he thought about it, the angrier he became, Xie Qianshan’s body couldn’t help but start 

shaking. 

Seeing this look on his face, Lin Mo was able to mock this and said. 

“Master Xie, now you can understand where my strength lies. 

Lin Mo has these three positions in his body, so within the territory of China, your Xie family cannot 

touch me. 

Of course if you want the Xie family to be buried with me, there is no harm in killing me now, hahaha.” 

At this moment, Lin Mo’s laughter was as piercing as it was ear-splitting. 

Xie Qianshan, on the other hand, was like a defeated rooster. 

His head was hanging down. 



Did they really have to wait until Lin Mo had poisoned and destroyed their entire Xie family? 

But if they killed Lin Mo now. 

Even if they were to kill Lin Mo now, they would not be able to escape the blame of the Martial Alliance, 

even if they were involved with a big figure behind the family. 

When the time came, what would be the difference between their Xie family and the extermination of 

their family when the trial came down. 

For a moment, Xie Qianshan was caught in a deep tangle of thoughts. 

However, when in his mind, after echoing some of Lin Mo’s piercing words. 

A light suddenly dawned before his eyes. 

Wait, just because it didn’t work within China, didn’t mean it wouldn’t work elsewhere either. 

In an instant, Xie Qianshan was enlightened. 

“Kid, don’t be rampant, my Xie family is not a vegetarian either. 

You dare to make a date on the high seas. 

My Xie family will fight you to the death.” 

“Do you dare to take it?” 

At this moment, Xie Qianshan finally became anxious. 

And this high seas engagement was also the best way to deal with Lin Mo that he suddenly that came to 

his mind. 

“Why don’t you dare, I’ll wait for your battle letter. 

Of course, within a week, if there is no movement. 

I, Lin Mo, will personally come up to the Xie family to get it.” 

With that said Lin Mo tossed his left hand, and after gripping Tai Ah tightly, he directly turned around 

and left. 

As for the fetch he was talking about, whether he was fetching the war letter or the lives of the Xie 

Clan’s people. 

That was not known. 

After he left, Xie Qianshan also hurriedly began his own arrangements. 
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After leaving the Xie family, Lin Mo did not go home in the first place. 



Instead, he arrived at the Martial Union headquarters alone. 

At this time, Nie Kongming, as the Second Elder. 

He was processing all the information for the first stage of the Martial Union’s renewal, and he also had 

to make arrangements for the Endless Sea. 

At this moment, he was already very busy. 

Even when Lin Mo came beside him. 

He just kept his head down and poured his heart and soul into his work. 

“Elder Nie, there’s something I need to report to you. 

I have a death match with the Xie family, under a date in the open sea.” 

He, Lin Mo, was all Nie Kongming’s promotion now. 

Now it was such a significant matter with the Xie family. 

Out of reason, he also needed to report back to Elder Nie. 

However, as soon as the words left his mouth. 

Nie Kongming waved his hand impatiently, without even raising his head, and spoke directly. 

“If there’s anything you can just go ahead and do it, your status is different now. 

As long as it is not something that is prohibited by the Martial Union, you can make your own decision.” 

“Oh, then junior side will leave first.” 

Lin Mo hadn’t expected this Elder Nie to be so open-minded. 

After all, he was the head of the Medical Union and the second in command of the Martial Union. 

What seemed like a big deal to outsiders was only a small matter in Elder Nie’s eyes. 

With this in mind, Lin Mo bid farewell and then intended to leave. 

But before he could walk out the door. 

The sound of banging and clattering came from behind him. 

When he just turned his head, Elder Nie’s had already disappeared into his seat. 

In the blink of an eye, that pale old face appeared up close in front of his own eyes. 

Staring with a pair of large, bloodshot eyes. 

Nie Kongming asked in surprise. 

“What did you just say, that you and the Xie Clan made a date for a high seas deathmatch?” 

Lin Mo nodded with a face full of confusion. 



In the next second, Nie Kongming’s forehead was full of blue veins. 

“Nonsense, nonsense. 

How can you decide on such an important matter without permission.” 

“You are still young and have a bright future ahead of you. 

You can’t be so reckless.” 

Although he was thunderstruck, the words between his words were his worry and concern for Lin Mo. 

After losing his temper for a while. 

Nie Lao had also calmed down a little. 

“As one of the top ten families in China, none of them are simple. 

What you’re looking at today is just the tip of their iceberg.” 

“How can you possibly deal with the Xie Family with your own strength. 

You are too impulsive.” 

“But fortunately, there is still room for retention at this point. 

I will now give the Xie Family an order with the Martial Union to forbid this engagement fight.” 

He didn’t wait for Lin Mo to speak out to persuade him. 

Nie Lao then walked straight towards the outside. 

However, when he had just started, the door was pushed open. 

As soon as he entered, Xuanyuan Ming spoke directly. 

“Nie Lao, calm down a little. 

That lord has just sent a message. 

The matter between the late seniors will be left to the late seniors to resolve.” 

“He is not going to interfere.” 

Although he didn’t know, who the Leagueless Grand Elder was talking about. 

However, Lin Mo clearly perceived that at this moment, Elder Nie was visibly relieved. 

And after Xuan Yuan Ming finished speaking, his gaze turned this way. 

“Lin Mo, as a party of the Martial Union. 

I still hope you give up such thoughts.” 

“You are still young and have plenty of time in the future to develop and improve yourself. 

There is no need to rush into the matter of revenge.” 



“The reason why we have kept this from you is because we are afraid that this situation will arise 

today.” 

After waiting for more than twenty years in agony, it was hard to get through until this area grew up. 

Xuan Yuan Ming naturally did not want anything to happen to Lin Mo. 

After all, with Lin Mo’s natural talent, he would at least be a Sixth King’s great in the future. 

Even the pillar of a nation could not be a delusional statement. 

Lin Mo first glanced at Nie Kongming who was full of anxiety. 

And only then did he grin towards Xuanyuan Ming. 

“Grand Elder, since you all know about my origins. 

You should also be able to understand my feelings. 

The murderer who wiped out the clan is right in front of me.” 

“If I hold back, it’s hard for my mind to get through.” 
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“Lin Mo, what if you lose this battle?” 

Facing the Grand Elder’s question. 

Lin Mo still had that smile on his face. 

“If I lose, then I have lost.” 

Clearly at this point he was ready to deal with any outcome. 

Looking at the young man in front of him. 

Xuan Yuan Ming seemed to vaguely see the debauched and unrestrained Lin Xiao who had acted in a 

spontaneous manner back then. 

Not bad for a father and son. 

After a slight sigh, Xuanyuan Ming smiled helplessly. 

“Go on, take care!” 

After waiting for Lin Mo to leave. 

Nie Kongming still wanted to say something else. 

Only Xuanyuan Ming had already shook his head and said. 

“No harm, if this matter cannot be handled by Lin Mo. 



It is difficult for the horror of faith to get through, just like what that lord said. 

If the matter is directly in the junior’s hands, let’s leave it to the junior.” 

In this way, Nie Kongming could only sigh helplessly, and after glancing at already Lin Mo’s distant back, 

he returned to his busy work. 

Xie Qianshan was also determined to put Lin Mo to death on the high seas. 

It was only one night later. 

The Xie family delivered the war letter. 

At the same time, the news spread rapidly throughout Kyoto. 

“Have you heard? The Xie Family has given the new Medical Saint a letter of battle, a battle to the death 

on the high seas.” 

“I’ve heard about it too, and that this Lin Mo has even accepted the war letter.” 

“Hmph, young people don’t know how high the sky is. 

One man’s power is like a mantis in front of the Xie family.” 

“It’s a pity for such a young talent.” 

Along with the whispers throughout Kyoto. 

Mother-in-law Fang Hui was directly anxious and jumped to her feet. 

“Lin Mo, what the hell are you thinking. 

The Xie family is one of the top ten families in China, you don’t want your life. 

What’s the difference between fighting with them and sending them to their death. 

You won’t think about yourself, but you should think about our Halfia too.” 

“If not, you have to think about us too. 

Dad and I are too old to have reported grandchildren. 

Do we have to send our children away with their hair intact! 

I won’t agree to you going to this high sea no matter what I say.” 

Looking at his mother-in-law’s stormy appearance. 

Lin Mo slowly got up. 

“Mom, don’t be upset. 

I know you are worried about my safety, but there are some things I have to do for a reason.” 

At this moment, Mother-in-law was still on top of her anger. 



Hearing her son-in-law’s words, she said with dissatisfaction. 

“Reasons? What reasons? 

Come to me clearly, or else even if the sky falls, you won’t be able to go to the appointment.” 

“Blood feud for the extermination of the family!” 

Accompanied by Lin Mo’s four words that came out of his mouth. 

The wife’s family, instantly looked at Lin Mo with astonishment in their eyes. 

Even the furious mother-in-law froze her expression at this moment. 

Looking at this expression on their faces. 

Lin Mo slowly explained. 

“Back then, there was a large family in the Northern Realm called the Lin Family. 

And my father was Lin Xiao, the strongest of the Six Kings, the King of the Northern Realm.” 

As his words fell. 

His wife as well as his parents-in-law were filled with shock. 

Back then, the destruction of the Lin family in the Northern Realm was a matter that was widely 

rumoured. 

Even those who were in the Southern Realm, they had all heard about it. 

It was just that they had never expected that yes, their family’s superfluous son-in-law would be the 

surviving son of the Lin family. 

With a tone of uncertainty, Xu Jiangong asked. 

“Are you really from the Lin family in the North?” 

It seemed that he was afraid of stimulating Lin Mo’s emotions. 

Father-in-law added another sentence. 

“Xiao Mo, it’s not that dad doesn’t believe you, it’s just that it’s a bit too unbelievable at this point.” 

Lin Mo also understood what his father-in-law meant. 

After all, the news that was remotely spread out that year was that the entire Lin family had been wiped 

out, without a single living soul. 

“Xiao Xi, come here for a moment.” 

Hearing his brother’s call, Lin Xi bounced to Lin Mo holding the doll in his hand. 

“Brother, what’s wrong?” 

Rubbing his sister’s hair, Lin Mo said with a smile. 



“Take that iron pat I gave you from before and show it to sister-in-law and the girls.” 

“What’s so pretty about that thing, a piece of iron is still weirdly heavy.” 

After complaining, Lin Xi turned around again and walked back to his room. 

 


